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&lt;/lyrics&gt;
{{Translation||Japanese}}
==Romanization==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
RUBII wa tokage no nimaijita
Otoko o damasu ni mottekoi
Makka na RUUJU o soroemasu

Shinju wa ningyo no aegi koe
BEDDO no fune de kajiwotoru
Anata no ashikubi kazaru tame

Ohitotsu ikaga? to sasayaku petenshi

Binzume ni shita koi no namida o
DAIYA ni kaete goran ni demashou 
Koko wa DARI no suteki na housekiten

Samayou hitomi wa EMERARUDO
Kingin seiya ni hamekaete
Owari no nai chizu o sagashimasu

Kitto anata wa otozureru
SAFAIYA toori no kono mise e
RUUPE de shinzou nozokarete

Konban ohima? to gigan majutsushi

Mekki no ai de mo nai yori mashi nara
Gouka ni shitatete RIBON de kukurimashou
Koko wa DARI no fushigi na housekiten

Saigo ni anata wa kokoro mo karada mo
Urisabaku made deguchi wa akanai
Koko wa DARI no suteki na housekiten
&lt;/lyrics&gt;
||
==English==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
The rubies are lizards' forked tongues
In order to trick him, 



He readies them in deep rouge

The pearls are the gasping voices of mermaids,
Harvested on the rudder of his bed-ship
In order to decorate your ankles

How about one? whispers the swindler

Some tears of love have been bottled
And are turning to diamonds  shall we go take a look?
This is Dali's wondrous Jewelry Store

Your wandering eyes are emeralds
Inlayed in the gold and silver starry sky
I am looking for a map that has no end.

Surely you will come and visit 
This shop on Sapphire Street
He's peeping at your heart with a magnifying glass

Are you free tonight? says the glass-eyed magician

If this is a request that is free of pretentious love
Then he'll fasten it with a glamorously-tailored ribbon
This is Dali's mysterious Jewelry Store

In the end, until your heart and your body
Are sold out, the exit won't open
This is Dali's wondrous Jewelry Store
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